From the Chair,
At this time of the year when I am taking part in the annual
Poppy Appeal in my position as Chairman of Haverhill Royal
British Legion I am reminded of the great strides forward in
tractor and machinery development that took place in a few
short years during both world wars, mainly in America, so that
this country could fight on and produce enough food for our
survival and, it is thanks to the many dedicated members of
societies such as ours, that there are so many fine examples of
these machines and vehicles, including many military
examples, available for this and future generations to view.
As you will by now realise the Society still have a full
programme of meetings on hold which, myself and the
committee will be revisiting as soon as it is possible to do so.
I hope you are all coping in these difficult times and doing your
bits and pieces to keep your collections ok.
We are always keen to hear what you have been up to during
these unprecedented times and please don’t be afraid to send
in any articles in to the Editor on any subject you might think we
would like to share with the membership; plus any Sales or
Wants that you have or need. (I personally am looking for a
ridging body for a Howard 220 Rotavator)
During this year I have been wondering how many of you own
tractors and would be interested in taking part in tractor runs for
charity, I will really welcome any replies
This will be my last chat for this year so may I take this
opportunity to wish you all the best for the future and we will
meet again and I am always here if anyone wants to contact
me.
All the best for now Bryan

From the Editor,
For the final magazine of the year it is impossible not to focus
on what a disaster 2020 has been for the Vintage movement
and, for life in general, and I will keep my thoughts to a
minimum but, we must remain positive and really believe and,
work towards next year being better. I say better rather than
“normal” because I feel sure we will feel the backlash of CV19
for a very long time to come, all I want is to be able to get back
to a few shows and rallies but I feel certain life will never return
to what we enjoyed pre-Covid.
A recent conversation with a member prompted me to think
about the future of the Society; we have remained largely
unchanged since our inception in 1968 and have been totally
steadfast to, as the name suggests, Farm Machinery. The
conversation revolved around the fact that many members, and
potential members, have interests outside of farm machinery
but still related to preserving our heritage. Recent articles in this
magazine have revealed some of those interests and the
question arises “does our future lay with the encompassment of
these other interests?” I know we have members with vintage
and classic cars and motorcycles, members have collections of
“bygones” and so the list goes on. Should we think about a
change of direction? If we can raise money for charity with a
tractor run can we do something similar with a vintage car and
or motorcycle run? Over the past three years we have found it
impossible to organise a rally but perhaps we could organise an
exhibition of member’s interests. Some thoughts and comments
would be welcome. I, for one, would be willing to help organise
such an event, would YOU?
It just remains for me to wish you all a Happy Christmas and a
much, much, better New Year.

Annual General Meeting
Due to the restrictions we are now all so familiar with the
Annual General Meeting of the Society is unable to take
place in its usual format.
Within this magazine our Treasurer, John Court, has given
us a comprehensive critique around how the Society has
communicated and delivered the information normally
dealt with at the AGM, This explains the process and at the
same time fulfils our legal obligations as laid down in the
Articles of Association we are bound to as a Limited
Company.
Accompanying this magazine you will find:- the minutes of
last year’s AGM, the 2020 financial report, the Chairman’s
report a nomination form and a Membership form.
All Officers and Committee positions are up for re-election
and if you wish to “get involved” with shaping the future of
your Society then be sure to register your interest by using
the form enclosed.
In the event of no Members coming forward to take on a
position then the existing Officers and Committee will be
deemed to have been re-elected and will serve throughout
2021.
This situation is far from ideal but in these extraordinary
times it was felt that in order to maintain the continuity of
the Society this is the way forward.
Remember, all positions are up for re-election and should
you feel you would like to move us forward then use the
nomination form enclosed.

Annual General Meeting
Please take a few minutes to read the documents
accompanying this magazine.
Chairman’s Report.
A summary of the Society activities over the past year.
Any questions or comments please contact Bryan Mills.
Minutes of the 2020 AGM.
A record of the last AGM held on the 29th January 2020.
Should you have any questions or require clarification of any
points please contact John Court.
Financial Statement/Accounts.
A statement of the Society income and expenditure over the
past financial year.
Should you have any questions or require clarification of any
points please contact John Court.
Nomination Form.
This form is to allow you to either nominate a person or apply
yourself for any position within the Society. Please complete
and forward to Bryan Mills. This year all applications will be
considered by the existing Committee members.
Membership Form
Complete this form with all relevant details to ensure
membership of the Society for 2021. Payment by BACS is
preferred but of course cheque, Postal Order or even Cash will
be acceptable. Sorry, no Card payments. Remember SAE.
Contacts:
Bryan Mills:- bryanmills57@gmail.com 07967 366344
John Court:- courtj106@aol.com
01394 448492

How the Society overcame the problem of not being
able to hold the traditional Annual General Meeting
Submitted by our Treasurer and temporary Secretary
John Court
As we progressed through the chaos and turmoil of this year
not knowing what the next twist or turn of restrictions would
take we started to hear of some organisations re-arranging their
AGM's in six months from the original date.
Alternatively at the other end of the spectrum, big companies
were keeping the date by offering virtual meetings and
representation by proxy using free post return forms. We all
know the FMPS jog along comfortably but are not a multimillion
pound business.
So that left the delayed AGM option and as June is a nice time
of year I rolled it past John Southall for entry in the magazine
and to be sure there was nothing in the deep and distant FMPS
folklore that would be contravened.
Just for clarity, John is also our Technical Editor and has many,
many years working behind the scenes in the Society.
Sure enough, there is a clause in the Article of Association
(small print from when we became a Limited Company) that
limits the time between our AGM's to a maximum of 15 months,
and even as I write this in November there is absolutely no
indication of what we will be allowed more than a week away,
let alone four months hence.
We needed another option. The answer was found within the
Article of Association mentioned previously - it extends to 14
pages, so not for the feint hearted, ideal for those suffering
insomnia.
Normally when it came to the Committee election, after the
volunteering, the members of the floor propose and second
those Committee volunteers to be re-elected en-bloc.
It turns out in the Article of Association conditions that once the
Committee and Officers volunteer and are seconded, the

How the Society overcame the problem of not being
able to hold the traditional Annual General Meeting
continued
Members present at the AGM are asked if there is due reason
to block any of those volunteering (extreme examples could be
banned as a Director, history of embezzlement etc).
Voting in the Committee en-bloc turns out to be a misnomer; it
is actually a declaration from the floor there is no reason to bar
any of those volunteering. With that in mind, as the existing
committee and officers were clear of objections in Jan 2020
they could offer service continuation and there should be no
need for vetting. However, if somebody does know something
against an existing Committee member - (sensible ones only,
please) they can raise it with the Secretary or Chairman to have
it investigated.
This will give us the 2021 Committee and if an ordinary club
member volunteers for inclusion on this Committee, the normal
loose form provided can be completed and posted or e-mailed
to the Secretary, it will be scrutinised by the returning
Committee.
Standing down by rotation does not need to be implemented
unless there are too many new volunteers.
This done, all will be added to the agenda, confirmed and be
minuted.
I am not sure if it is like M.P's voting for their own pay rise or
foxes voting for a hunt?
All business at the AGM is for the paid up members only
therefore it would be inappropriate to put it in the magazine
where it can be read worldwide from our website - another
point made by John Southall !
The meeting minutes and accounts summary go out as loose
leaf inside the preceding December magazine as in previous
years.

How the Society overcame the problem of not being
able to hold the traditional Annual General Meeting
continued

As there is no meeting this time, information in the Chairman's
opening summary, Treasurer's / Secretary report needs to be
disseminated, the obvious thing was to have these written and
included loose leaf in addition to the usual information for the
members eligible for the magazine.
More work for the Chairman and Treasurer / Secretary but they
will hopefully be brief so we have a bonus.
Questions from the members over the loose leaf summaries or
information will need to be phoned, posted or e-mailed to the
Secretary to be included in the minutes for consideration. The
response will be communicated either to the individual or the
members as appropriate once we can start having proper
meetings again.
Any objections to the 2020 minutes, please let the Secretary
know, otherwise they will be deemed correct and will be
proposed as such and another member will second the motion
and then forward to the Chairman for signature and minuted as
approved.
To prevent everything rolling on indefinitely a cut-off date 27th
January 2021 was allocated which was the expected date of
the AGM.
You can tell this will be a very involved process for all
concerned, something we hope not to repeat.
It will be interesting to see if the concept will be lifted from our
pages as has been with other concepts in the past.

SEVENTH STEBBING VINTAGE & CLASSIC
TRACTOR ROAD RUN
SUNDAY 13th SEPTEMBER 2020
Event Report from Dick Hughes
We braved the Covid restrictions having abandoned our usual
date back in May to plan the event.
Fifty tractors, a Series 1 Land Rover and a Willys Jeep turned
up at David Hunt’s Farm for a 10am start on what turned out to
be a beautiful sunny day.
Of particular note was a John Deere 3050 belonging to our
host, a very pretty Marshall 302 driven by Jennie Bell & Michael
Moore’s home built Ford Mini D.

The John Deere 3050 driven by Steve Woodcraft
Our route took us through Stebbing, Shalford & Great Bardfield
and large crowds turned out to watch the procession. We were
lucky enough to be able to include lots of off-road work thanks
to the cooperation of local farmers.

STEBBING VINTAGE AND CLASSIC
TRACTOR ROAD RUN

With the aid
of
collection
buckets we
managed to
raise £3250
for Essex &
Herts Air
Ambulance
(Brilliant
effort, editor)
Jenny Bell with the Marshall 302

Michael Moore with his home built Ford Mini D

You could be forgiven for thinking our magazine is becoming an extension
of “Model Engineering” but recently we have been given an insight into
the skills and talents our members have outside of Farm Machinery
Preservation and, I for one, think this diversification of interests make
great reading. (editor)

Elmhurst & Thornwood Railway.
From Jimmy Waters
After reading Clinton Wordleys excellent article regarding his and his
wife’s other interests outside farm machinery, I thought you might also be
interested in my own?
After leaving school and almost immediately after buying my first car since
passing the driving test at the age of 17, I started to regret my lack of
interest in ‘metalwork’ – not being able to afford garage charges for
repairs and servicing!
Over the years this situation has been redressed and back in the late
eighties, I enrolled in a local college adult education class for model
engineering. During the five years the class ran, I made a 1/8th scale coal
wagon doubling as a driving truck.
- I was bitten, and decided to build a
steam loco next, favouring the
‘Hercules’ by Reeves. I bought the
drawings and some castings to start
me off. The college very kindly
supplied the frame steel and one of
my classmates sold me his Myford
ML7 lathe. Unfortunately due to
cutbacks, by 1994 the class had
folded. During that time I had
managed to build the frames, stretching to a 0-6-0 (Hermes) from the
original 0-4-0 (Hercules), along with making stretchers, buffers and a few
other bits and bobs for the steam loco.
We then moved house, and our new place has a 250ft garden – crying out
for a railway!

I spent the next few years acquiring rail and point frogs, with my dad
supplying timber for 600 sleepers from old crates the contractors who
were installing cable TV in his neighbourhood used.
5 tons of ballast (10mm peak grey limestone) was also delivered in
batches as needed. Some 2,400 japanned screws were enlisted to fix the
rails and I experimented with making some reinforced concrete sleepers
for damp areas, although only a few have survived the last 25 years!
The first very hot summer we had resulted in parts of the track lifting due
to expansion! It obviously did not return and much time was spent digging
out ballast, shortening the rail length and increasing the bolthole sizes for
the fishplates.
As the steam loco had ground to a halt, I bought a class 10-diesel kit from
Dan Jeavons (4-stroke petrol / hydraulic powered) and that has kept me
happy running trains up and down the line for many years.
The railway is freight only
but there is a platelayers
hut about halfway along the
line, built from old sleepers
and some scale bricks I
was given.
The roof covering is a piece
of scrap pond liner,
recommended rather than
roofing felt and my lovely
neighbour made the
Platelayers hut with real glass in the window.
chimney pot and yes, there
has been a fire burning in
the hearth. There is also a miniature pin-up fixed to the back of the door –
but don’t tell the wife! The hut is currently filled with spare new plastic rail
chairs.
I tend to become a little nervous during thunderstorms, as there is nigh-on
500ft of aluminium lying in the garden! Although it is not poking up into the
air to act as a lightening conductor.
It’s a fact that the line is frequented by wildlife but accidents are now very
rare. The worst was early on in the operation when a frog jumped out in
front of me and, just like the full-sized railway, I could not stop in time.

Thankfully most wildlife activity occurs during the evening or night when
we don’t run.

Over the years the
railway has proved
very useful. The first
instance was after a
tremendous storm in
which we lost a
eucalyptus tree –
half of which ended
up in our neighbour’s
Smooth newt crossing by the engine shed
garden!
After removing all
the branches from their land, we had the large trunk to deal with. Luckily,
it had fallen across the railway and not onto it!
A support was made using constructional timber and moved into position.
I then cut as much of the upper trunk off as possible with the chainsaw.
An engine crane was positioned over the railway and the weight taken to
just lift the
trunk clear of
the support.
With the trunk
supported on
chains, I
carefully cut
through the
split base of
the trunk from
the roots. The
trunk then
gently fell
Bogie wagon moved into position under the tree
down onto the
original
support and because it was nearly perfectly balanced we could
manoeuvre it easily by hand directly over the line. My newly built bogie
wagon (made from an old angle-iron bed frame, discovered in our ditch)

was then wheeled into position under the dangling trunk, which was
lowered onto it – compressing the springs in the process!

After securing the trunk to the wagon, it was pushed along the line and
unloaded – reversing the loading procedure with the crane. We ended up
rolling it across the garden to its final resting place for use as a seat, using
poles as levers because the ground was too soft for the crane wheels.
Another
time I
was
grateful
for the
railway
was
when we
built our
garden
folly.
Some of
the stone
was
extremely
heavy
(pieces
pictured
were
3cwt approx) and the wagon took it all in its’ stride – not bottoming out on
the springs this time!
As the current loco weighs approximately 16 stone or 112kgs for those of
a metric persuasion, it is not the sort of thing you can just tuck under your
arm. So a ground-level door gives access into the engine shed, although
most of the lighter wagons live elsewhere.

A ballast train about to set off for work further down the line.

As can be seen
in the photo the
railway also
doubles as a
canal in parts!
Barbara and I have a
mutual interest in radio
controlled model boats
and
during prolonged
heavy rain the line
often floods in the
cutting near the Thornwood end, giving us a chance to do some sailing!
I’m currently installing new plastic sleepers here to help cope with this
problem.
Hope you’ve enjoyed it?
Jimmy Waters.

2021 Membership
With this magazine you will find a Membership Form for

2021.
The subscription remains the same as last year at just

£19.50
despite the inevitable increase in costs and, remember,
membership still includes insurance for static exhibits.
It may be that because 2020 was a complete washout in
regards to rallies and shows you are thinking next year will be
the same; yes it could but, think positive, with luck (and
hopefully a vaccine) we will begin to return to “normal” and
rallies will again be up and running. If you are a positive thinker
then you will need insurance for your exhibit and so, without
delay, fill in the membership form and send it off.
Some reading this may be thinking “I am not a member” but
because 2020 saw a handful of members from last year not
renew their subscription (due mainly to the cancellation of
rallies and shows) a decision was made to include them in the
December magazine distribution with the 2021 membership
form. It gives those lapsed members the opportunity to look
forward and become “positive thinkers” for next year and re-join
the Society.
Membership of course gives you not just insurance and the
magazine but monthly meetings as well which, we really hope
can again be possible next year.
Go for it ! Sign up now.

For Sale and Wanted
For Sale:

6 x Pulley wheels £5
each or £20 the lot

7 x V Pulley Wheels
£5 each or £20 the lot

4 x Pairs of iron wheels
£10 a pair or £30 the lot

John Parkin
01279 850382
(Saffron Walden Essex)
Email:- helen4965@helenparkin.plus.com

For Sale and Wanted
For Sale:

Twin cylinder Petter
Any offers?

Two wheel iron trolley
£10.00

John Parkin
01279 850382
(Saffron Walden Essex)
Email:- helen4965@helenparkin.plus.com

For Sale: 2 x Deep Well pump heads. (with pulleys)
Great exhibits if mounted on a trolley. Both need restoring but
are mechanically sound. One known to be a Climax the other is
“make unknown” £125.00 each. For more details contact:Colin Cracknell 01787 269214 (near Sudbury Suffolk)

For Sale and Wanted
Free to a good home: could be your winter project !

Lister D engine I
acquired some years
ago I am not going to
ever get around to
doing up, it is apart
and in a bit of a sorry
state but all there.
I do not want anything
for it but needs a good
home and someone
with the time to bring it
back to life.
I also have an
assortment of old spark plugs that can go as well.
Lots of new
Champion N10Y
Plugs included.

If you need more
details please
phone
07879824857.
David Wright
Tilbury Essex

For Sale and Wanted
For Sale:
Peak Trailers
(Warwickshire)
single axle trailer.
Bed dimensions
1.9 m x 2.35 m
(6ft 3” x 7ft 8”)
Ball hitch & lights

£150.00
(located Claydon near Ipswich)
Contact: Paul 07941 031006

For Sale:
Ferguson TED 20
TVO (1950)
Great Winter
Restoration Project

£470.00
(located Claydon
near Ipswich)
Contact: Paul 07941 031006

For Sale and Wanted
Free to anyone who wants a winter project.
1944 American generator set, make and details not known
but has a Leland Alternator (there is information about this
company on the
internet)
This unit has been
standing in a garage for
many years and the
engine is stuck but has
the potential to be
brought back to life.

Contact:- David Elliott
01787 210802
(Boxford Suffolk)

For Sale and Wanted

For Sale:
Godwin Water
Pump A1e complete
with V Belt pulley.
Excellent condition

£100.00 ono.
A really compact
pump just ready
to rally.
Contact
John Southall
07340 781621
Email fmps@btinternet.com

Are we Up to Date?
Have you moved house?
Have you changed your phone
number?
Have you changed your email
address?
Are there any other changes we need to be
aware of in order to ensure any communication
from the Society reaches you in a correct and
timely manner?
Please let us know of any changes:email:-

fmps@btinternet.com

Phone / Text:- 07340 781621
Mail:- FMPS, 4 Tye Lane, Willisham,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 4SR

